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Learning Targets

Introduction to Art

UNIT: Value Study

● Develop Vocabulary related to value studies
● Understand how shadows are formed when a light source is present
● Create a gradient to show that an object has form
● Experiment with pencils to show a wide range of values to create depth
● Develop skills to refine drawings
● Create a drawing by looking at the items and being able to recreate it

UNIT: Georgia O’Keeffe Paintings

● Develop vocabulary related to color theory
● Develop an understanding of the artist Georgia O’Keeffe
● Demonstrate how to mix colors
● Create a painting in the style of Georgia O’Keeffe

UNIT: Ceramic Pinch Pottery - Animal Maracas

● Develop vocabulary related to ceramics
● Develop a clear understanding of the stages of clay
● Develop a clear understanding of the process of creating a 3D piece
● Create a sculpture using techniques related to addition and subtraction
● Demonstrate problem solving strategies to overcome problems when using ceramics

UNIT: Degas Chalk Pastels

● Develop knowledge related to Edger Degas and color theory
● Develop ideas of how society today would look different than that of Edger Degas time.
● Create a finished drawing that reflects Degas time period
● Create an overall mood in a finished chalk pastel drawing
● Demonstrate outstanding skills of color mixing

UNIT: Monet Oil Pastel Paintings

● Develop a knowledge of vocabulary related to impressionism
● Understand how the creative process helps students to persevere.
● Create an impressionism style painting
● Experiment with brush strokes and colors to create mood in their artwork.



UNIT: 2 Point Perspective Drawings

● Develop knowledge and vocabulary related to perspective drawing
● Develop knowledge of space and depth
● Create depth using the concept of perspective drawing
● Understand the difference of 1 and 2 point perspective
● Create interest and depth in their drawing using a range of values.

UNIT: Portraits
● Develop knowledge and vocabulary related to the portrait unit
● Experiment with different techniques to achieve their individual style
● Create a proportion portrait of a person
● Understanding the human face and the measurements to accurately draw it.

UNIT: Charcoal

● Develop Vocabulary related to Charcoal
● Understand how shadows are formed when a light source is present
● Create a gradient to show that an object has form
● Experiment with charcoal pencils to show a wide range of values to create depth
● Develop skills to refine drawings
● Creating a drawing by looking at the items and being able to recreate it

UNIT: Choice - Idea Book Project

● Develop artwork based on critiques
● Develop knowledge on how to create their own artwork
● Create a drawing that shows light and drawing it accurately to show form
● Create a finished piece of artwork that demonstrates skills that they have learned in over the course

of the semester

Students will be able to meet the learning targets above as evidenced by formative
and summative classroom assessments.


